The Baxter permutations who are alternating and whose inverse is also alternating are shown to be enumerated by the Catalan numbers. A bijection to complete binary trees is also given.
Introduction
Baxter Ba] studied a particular class of permutations by studying xed points of the composite of commuting functions. These permutations can be de ned by forbidden subsequences Gi, Gu, Kn, SS, We] . In fact, the Baxter permutations are exactly the permutations of length n which verify the two following conditions:
for all 1 i < j < k < l n, if i + 1 = l and j > l then k > l , if l + 1 = i and k > i then j > i . For example, 2413 and 3142 are the only permutations on four elements which are not Baxter permutations.
Chung, Graham, Hoggatt and Kleiman CGHK] enumerated analytically the Baxter permutations of length n by the formula 
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A permutation is said to be alternating if the permutation starts with a rise and then descents and rises come in turn. More precisely, an alternating permutation of length n is such that (2i ? 1) < (2i) > (2i + 1) for 1 i bn=2c that is to say its rise (respectively descent) set denoted Rise Now we consider another way to regard permutations: the essential set of a permutation with its rank function, introduced by Fulton Fu] and further studied by Eriksson and Linusson EL1, EL2] .
First, let every permutation of length n be represented by its dotted permutation matrix, regarded as an n n-collection of squares in the plane, where square (i; (i)) in row i and column (i) has a dot for all 1 i n.
We then get the diagram of the permutation by shading the square containing the dot, the squares in that row east of the dot, and the squares in each column south of the dot.
We call a white (nonshaded) square a white corner if the squares directly east and south of it are shaded.
The essential set of a permutation is de ned to be the set of white corners of the diagram of . For every white corner of , its rank is de ned by the number of dots northwest of the square.
Eriksson and Linusson have characterized the essential sets of Baxter permutations.
Proposition 4 ( EL2] ) A permutation is Baxter if and only if its essential set has at most one white corner in each column and row. Clearly, the essential set of a permutation has a white corner in row i if and only if the permutation has a descent in position i and the essential set has a white corner in column i if and only if the inverse permutation has a descent in position i. Hence we get the following corollary which is the key to the proof of Theorem 3.
Corollary 5 A permutation is a doubly alternating Baxter permutations if and only if its essential set has exactly one square in each even row that is not the last row and in each even column that is not the last column. Example 6 Figure 1 shows the essential set of the doubly alternating Baxter permutation 5 7 6 15 13 14 9 11 10 12 8 17 16 18 1 3 2 4.
Note that the construction of the essential set works as well for a dot con guration that is not of full rank. First a technical Lemma about a rectangular part R of the matrix of a doubly alternating Baxter permutation.
Lemma 7 Let R be a rectangle with 2n + 1 rows and s 2n + 1 columns. Assume that R has one dot (j) on each row j such that is alternating,that is R has exactly one white corner in the rows f1; 3; 5; : : : ; 2n ? 1g and none in the other rows. Assume also that if R has a dot in an odd column (di erent from 2n + 1) then there is also a white corner in that column, and that there are no white corners in the even columns.
Then ( Proof The proof will be done by induction on n. It is trivial for n = 0. For the reasoning below it will help to look at Figure 2. Let k := (2n + 1). Since we do not have a white corner on row 2n + 1, we know that R has dots in all the columns 1; : : : ; k ? 1, therefore it su ces to show k = 2n + 1.
Assume that k < 2n + 1. If k was even then there could not be a white corner in column k ? 1 so k is odd and we have a white corner (i; k) with i odd (i odd implies directly that k > 1). We have j := (i + 1) < k, because (i; k) is a white corner. There can be no dots in the rectangle i + 1; 2n + 1] k + 1; s], since a dot there would imply a white square and hence a white corner in column k below row i + 1 contradicting
Baxter. There can also be no dots in 1; i] j + 1; k], since otherwise there would be a second white corner on row i, a contradiction. The latter implies that j has to be even. Now, let (i 0 ; j ? 1) be the white corner in row j ? 1, where i 0 is odd, 2n + 1 > i 0 > i. There 
3 Example of bijection
Now we exhibit a bijection for doubly alternating Baxter permutations which can be regarded as a specialization of the correspondence of Dulucq and Guibert DG2].
Lemma 10 There is a bijection between doubly alternating Baxter permutations of length 2n and complete binary trees with 2n + 1 nodes. The mapping and its inverse can be de ned in the following way.
The mapping (an example is given by Figure 3 ) consists in rst building the decreasing complete binary tree of the doubly alternating Baxter permutation and then forgetting its labels. We brie y recall the correspondence between alternating permutations and decreasing complete binary trees: decr(w) = < decr(u); x; decr(v) > where w = uxv and x = maxfw i : w = w 1 w 2 : : : w p g.
The inverse mapping (an example is given by Figure 4 ) consists in labeling a complete binary tree with 2n + 1 nodes, in decreasing order. The algorithm given in Figure 5 is called with the complete binary tree where its rightmost leaf is omitted (the tree is said to be right-truncated) and with the set of consecutive labels f1; 2; : : : ; 2ng.
Thus, we recursively obtain a decreasing labeling of the initial complete binary tree. The doubly alternating Baxter permutation is obtained by projecting in in x order this labeling. The mapping and its inverse are well de ned by considering section 2. Thus, we obtain the following results.
Corollary 11 Algorithm for a right-truncated tree with the set of labels f2i + 1; : : : ; 2jg.
-Label 2j the root.
-Let 2k ? 1 be the number of nodes of the left subtree. -Label 2(j ? k) + 1 the leftmost leaf of the tree.
-Call the algorithm for the left-truncated tree (given in Figure 6 ) with the left subtree without its leftmost leaf, and the labels f2(j ? k) + 2; : : : ; 2j ? 1g as input.
-Call the algorithm for the right-truncated tree with the right subtree and labels f2i + 1; : : : ; 2(j ? k)g as input. Figure 5: Algorithm for a right-truncated (complete binary) tree with the set of consecutive labels f2i + 1; : : : ; 2jg.
Algorithm for a left-truncated tree with the set of labels f2i+2; : : : ; 2j +1g.
-Label 2j + 1 the root.
-Let 2k ? 1 be the number of nodes of the right subtree.
-Label 2(j ? k + 1) the rightmost leaf of the tree.
-Call the algorithm for the left-truncated tree with the left subtree and labels f2i + 2; : : : ; 2(j ? k) + 1g as input.
-Call the algorithm for the right-truncated tree with the right subtree without its rightmost leaf, and the labels f2(j ? k + 1) + 1; : : : ; 2jg as input.
Figure 6: Algorithm for a left-truncated (complete binary) tree with the set of consecutive labels f2i + 2; : : : ; 2j + 1g.
